
Urgent from AMND 

Thank you for your assistance thus far with the AMND season.  There has been some very 
good feedback on things that we are doing differently this year (eg central timing, 
scoresheets in one location etc) and we will continue with this arrangement for the 
remainder of the season.  We also appreciate your assistance with the entry and exit 
requirements into the stadium that has occurred thus far.  

Given there appears to now be a tightening of restrictions and we sadly watch the 
Victorian situation before us, it is important we continue to remain vigilant in adhering to 
the COVID-safe plans.  Unfortunately, there have been instances of some Club members 
not observing the protocols we agreed at the start of the season and we are seeking 
your assistance to reinforce the following to your members before the matches this 
Saturday:  

Entry into the stadium will continue to be via the western doors and will remain at one 
parent / guardian per player, regardless of age. 

The very small rear car park adjacent to courts 5 and 6 will not be available to the 
general public.  It will be for use by full day attendees only, comprising Netball SA staff, 
the AMND Committee and other authorised personnel as approved by either Netball SA 
or the AMND Committee.  

Prior to the commencement of matches, all patrons are to congregate in the car park 
area adjacent to courts 5 and 6 and not in front of the stadium or creating lines that 
congregate in a ‘snake like’ format around the stadium. ONLY GO and Primary Teams 
may congregate in front of the Stadium, prior to their matches. 

Teams are not to come into the stadium and support other teams in different time slots.  
All patrons including players, parents / guardians, umpires, volunteers and Club officials 
are to continue to promptly exit the stadium pending the next round of matches.    
Exiting via the stadium will now only be via the western door main entrance.  No 
congregation can occur inside the stadium at exit times.  The eastern gates will no 
longer be used for exit arrangements.  

Scorecards are to be returned to the Duty Room desk.  

This weekend will be the last round of matches where free entry will be available for all 
patrons.  The AMND Committee would like to thank Netball SA for its very generous offer 
of these arrangements since commencement of the season.  We will provide details of 
the payment arrangement process from next week as soon as possible.  

We thank you for your co-operation and hope you have enjoyed the season thus far.   
Let's all continue to try our best over the ensuing few months to make this season run as 
smoothly as possible. 

Regards  
Peter  
Management Committee 
Adelaide Metropolitan Netball Division


